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Abstract Object-Z is an extension of the Z notation which facilitates specification of large, complex
software by defining a system as a collection of independent classes. A number of contributions have
been made so far to map Object-Z to various object-oriented languages. However, the given mapping
approaches do not cover several Object-Z specification constructs, such as class union, object aggregation,
object containment and some of the operation operators. Also, inmuch of the existingwork,mapping rules
are given in a very abstract form. In other words, they do not consider all cases in a detailed way needed
to automate the mapping procedure. In our previous work, we partially tackled these issues; however, in
this paper, we present amuchmore comprehensiveway to animate Object-Z specifications using C++. The
given method covers some constructs that have not been addressed in our previous work. Also, mapping
rules are described with enough details facilitating automation. Finally, we consider some level of user
interaction in our new method which increases the flexibility and efficiency of final codes from the user
point of view.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The popularity of the object-oriented programming ap-
proach has led to the adoption of a similar method for
expressing encapsulation, and reuse concepts in formal spec-
ifications [1]. Object-Z [2,3] is a Z-based [4] notation which
provides specific constructs to facilitate specification in an
object-oriented style [3]. There are a number of approaches in
the literature for developing programs from Object-Z specifica-
tions. Specially, animation can be used as a lightweight tool to
develop programs from Object-Z specifications [1].
Rafsanjani and Colwill described some basic rules in [5]
for structural mapping from Object-Z to C++, but these rules
do not cover some specification constructs of Object-Z, such
as precondition, postcondition, class invariants, visibility list,
operation operators, object containment and some types of
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Fukagawa et al. has augmented the work of [5] by presenting
two new rules that consider a constructor for types of constants
and a template class for generic parameters.
In [7], another method to animate Object-Z using C++ has
been given which covers precondition, postcondition, class
invariants, visibility list, and some types of definitions, like
free types and class variables; however, it does not consider
axiomatic definitions and multiple inheritance. Also, rules for
mapping some concepts, such as the visibility list and state
schema, are proposed in a rather general way. On the other
hand, for some concepts, such as object aggregation, and a
subset of operation operators, including conjunction, negation,
choice and parallel composition, rules are not proposed
explicitly; instead, only ideas (not specific rules) of themapping
can be discovered by probing examples given in the paper;
these limitations prevent the automation of the mapping
process.
There is also a methodology for animating the Object-Z
specification language using a Z animation environment in [1]
whose focus is to model in Z a framework to manage the
dynamic instantiation of objects and object references. It is
worth mentioning that some other work exists in the literature
that animates Object-Z specifications by other object-oriented
programming languages, such as Java [8–10], Eiffle [11], and
Spec# [12]. In our previous work [13], we presented an
evier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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specifications concentrating on those Object-Z concepts whose
mappings rules have not been proposed in the mentioned
work. For example, we introduced animation rules for all
types of definition, like class union, axiomatic definitions,
object aggregation, object containment and all of the operation
operators. Also, animation rules were given in much more
detail. For example, we considered most special cases in state
schemas, operations, operation operators, initial state schemas
and inheritance. Finally, when animating the visibility list, state
schema and the axiomatic definition, we used the notions of
private access, macro and operator overloading in C++, while
these constructs had never been used as the target of mapping
in previous work. In this way, our method benefited from a
larger subset of C++ in comparison to the previous approaches,
and thus resulted inmore efficient codes in some cases (see [13]
for more details).
In [14], which is a short paper, we presented general
ideas (not specific rules and related codes) for mapping some
new constructs and cases of Object-Z specifications into C++.
In comparison to [13], we considered two special cases for
the state schema predicate list and initialization schema. For
instance, we discussed about the properties of the method,
which is obtained through the mapping of the state schema
predicate list. In addition, for object aggregation, new ideas
for mapping have been proposed which are simpler and
more reusable in comparison to our previous mapping. More
precisely, we described the attributes and methods of the class
that is used for the mapping of object aggregation. Finally,
we proposed to use some level of user interaction for scope
enrichment by which the user can specify her/his opinion.
In this paper, we present a new and more complete
version of our animation method which relies on the following
advances in comparison to our previous work [13,14]:
1. We conduct a survey of well-known object-oriented
specification formalisms according to a set of criteria in
order to give the reasons why we choose Object-Z as the
source language for our mapping method.
2. Although we still use some of our previous mapping rules
for some concepts, such as operation schema, state schema,
initial state schema, abbreviation definition, promotion,
operation operators and object aggregation, mapping rules
are proposed in a much more detailed and complete
way by considering all special cases of operation schema,
state schema, initial state schema, promotion and object
aggregation and, also, in very special cases of operation
operators and abbreviation definition (because we do not
propose anymapping for parallel composition when inputs
and outputs of operations communicate with each other in
both directions. Also, we do not propose any mapping for
abbreviation definition when its right-hand side contains
formal parameters). In this way, the approach given in this
paper further facilitates automation.
3. We increase the readability and clarity of mapping rules
using the abstract syntax of Object-Z in mapping rules.
4. We provide design decisions for mapping some concepts,
such as axiomatic definition and abbreviation definition.
5. For mapping some concepts, such as object aggregation
and object containment, new mapping rules are presented
which are simpler, more extendable, and more reusable in
comparison to our previous mapping rules.
6. We propose templates for the constructor and destructor
of classes which increase the automation capability of our
mapping method.7. We present mapping rules for some concepts, such as
schema secondary variables, global paragraphs and some
forms of variable definition, which have not been covered
in our previous work.
8. We provide concrete examples throughout the paper in
order to explain mapping rules for some concepts, such as
axiomatic definition, schema and abbreviation definition.
9. We regard some levels of user interaction, marked with the
word ‘‘user interaction’’ in some parts of the resulting code.
In this way, the user can fill some parts of the resulting code
where our method could not propose any useful mapping.
It reduces the confusion of the user concerning which parts
could not been mapped.
10. We extend our previous case study in order to evaluate our
work and better compare it with related work.
11. We provide a more complete discussion to compare our
mappingmethodwith other relatedmethods based on a set
of criteria.
The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 in-
troduces and compares various object-oriented specification
formalisms and shows why we choose Object-Z as our spec-
ification language. It then gives a brief overview of Object-Z.
In Section 3, we review the previous work mapping Object-Z
to C++ in more detail; this overview covers our previous work
in [13,14], too. In Section 4, we present our animation rules.
Section 5 includes a case study, and Section 6 discusses why
we believe our approach is a strong method among those ap-
proaches formally developing object-oriented programs. The
last section is devoted to the conclusion and some directions for
future work. Throughout the paper, we assume that the reader
is familiar with Z notation and C++ programming language.
2. Object-oriented specification
In this section, we first show why we choose Object-Z
as our specification language. Then, we review specification
constructs of Object-Z.
2.1. Comparison of object-oriented specification formalisms
There are several formal languages based on object-oriented
styles, among which Object-Z [2,3], VDM++ [15,16] and UML-
B [17–19] are very often mentioned in the literature. VDM++
extends VDM [20] by offering classes, objects and inheritance
and provides, as an additional feature, a formalism to specify
the allowed invocation sequence of methods [14]. UML-B is
a formalism that integrates UML and B [21]. The old version
of UML-B is a profile of UML that defines a subset and
specialization of UML. The current version of UML-B is a UML-
like formal modelling language based on Event-B [22]. An
overview of Object-Z is given in the next subsection.
A comparison of the above mentioned formalisms has been
given in Table 1.We compared these formal languages using the
most important classification criteria proposed in [23], and also
one special criterion fromour viewpoint (the last one in Table 1)
to make it clear why we choose Object-Z as the specification
language in our method. Using ‘‘Y’’ (Yes) and ‘‘N’’ (No) symbols,
it has been determined which criteria are covered by each
object-oriented formalism.
According to Table 1, especially considering the powerful
semantics of Object-Z, we have concluded the use of Object-Z as
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Criterion Description of criterion Object-Z VDM++ UML-B
Object The ability to consider a system as a collection of independent entities which
interact and collaborate.
Y Y Y (Weakly)
Encapsulation The ability to hide the state of the objects from the outside; the only way to interact
with an object is to request one of its services.
Y Y Y
Data structures of objects The ability to describe data structures of objects such as array of objects Y Y N
Object identity The notion of a persistent identity for an object. Y Y N
Classes as templates The ability to describe the common aspects of objects as a class and to create
instances or objects of the class.
Y Y N
Inheritance The reuse or modification of an existing class in order to obtain a new one. Y Y Y
Multiple inheritance The ability to construct a class by means of more than one class. Y Y Y
Classes as object The ability to consider a class definition as an object, or in other words, the
existence of the notion of meta-class (i.e., the class of classes).
N N N
Collection of objects The ability to make a collection of heterogeneous interacting objects, and to act on
the whole collection.
Y Y N
Genericity or parameterization
of classes
Syntactic or semantic definition. Y N Partially Y
Semantics The existence of a complete mathematical definition for the interpretation of a
specification without distinction between denotational, operational or axiomatic
approaches.
Y Y Partially Y
Calculus The existence of a proof system (a method for proving properties based on
deduction rules) for the whole formalism or a restricted version.
Y N Y
Correspondence with typical
object-oriented style
What is the main construct of formalism? What is the structure of a class?
Strong Strong WeakObject-Z: Class construct which contains visibility list, inherited classes, local
definitions, state, initial state and operations.
VDM++: Class construct which contains types, values, instance variables, methods
and auxiliary reasoning.
UML-B: Contains more than one major construct which are class, machine, context.
Class construct contains attributes, events, state machines and invariants.the specification language in our method. The more important
causes are:
• The powerful semantics and calculus of Object-Z, which are
predicate calculus and set theory;
• The strong support of the concept ‘‘object’’ by Object-Z, and
also;
• The specification style of Object-Z that directly corresponds
to constructs of typical object-oriented programming lan-
guages.
For example, in comparison between Object-Z and UML-B,
the current version of UML-B supports the concept ‘‘object’’
weakly, or in a comparison between VDM++ and Object-
Z, VDM++ does not have exact and formal calculus [23].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that there is some work which
maps VDM++ specifications into object-oriented programming
languages, such as Java [24] and C++ [25] and also UML-B
specifications into Java [26,27].
2.2. Object-Z
In Object-Z, a specification is a set of paragraphs. Paragraphs
are either global paragraphs or class paragraphs. The following
shows what can appear in an Object-Z specification [2]:
Specification ::= ParagraphList
ParagraphList ::= Paragraph
|Paragraph
ParagraphList
Paragraph ::= BasicTypeDefinition
|AxiomaticDefinition
|GenericDefinition
|AbbreviationDefinition
|FreeTypeDefinition
|Schema
|Class
|PredicateBasicTypeDefinition ::= [IdentifierList]
IdentifierList ::= Identifier
|Identifier, IdentifierList
AxiomaticDefinition ::= [Declaration [|PredicateList]]
GenericDefinition ::= [[FormalParameters]Declaration [|PredicateList]]
AbbreviationDefinition ::= Abbreviation==Expression
Abbreviation ::= VariableName [FormalParameters]
FreeTypeDefinition ::= Identifier ::= BranchList
BranchList ::= Branch
| Branch | BranchList
Branch ::= Identifier
|VariableName≪ Expression≫
Schema ::= SchemaHeader ∧= [Declaration [|PredicateList]]
|SchemaHeader ∧= SchemaExpression
SchemaHeader ::= SchemaName [FormalParameters]
FormalParameters ::= [IdentifierList]
We use the notation of ‘[]’, which is proposed in [2], in order
to specify optional parts of the syntax throughout the paper.
Considering what can appear in global paragraphs, the basic
constructs of Object-Z are [2]:
1. Basic type definition: Introduces one or more basic types by
the inclusion of their names in a square-bracketed, comma-
separated list.
2. Axiomatic definition: Introduces one or more constants by
a list of declarations and an optional list of predicates
constraining their values.
3. Generic definition: A generic form of axiomatic definition
may be used to define a family of global constants,
parameterized by its formal parameters.
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identifier on the left-hand side of the definition and whose
values are those of the expression on the right-hand side.
5. Free type definition: Introduces a type whose name is the
identifier on the left-hand side of the expression and whose
values are given by the branches of the right-hand side of the
definition.
6. Schema: Is a pattern of declaration and constraint.
7. Class: The major new construct in Object-Z is the class
schema which captures the object-oriented notion of a class
by encapsulating a single state schema, and its associated
initial state schema, with all the operation schemas of the
given state.
8. Predicate: Is a predicate in the first-order predicate logic.
The structure of the class schema specification in Object-Z is
shown below [2]:
Visibilitylist ::=  (DeclarationNameList)
DeclarationNameList ::= DeclarationName
| DeclarationName, DeclarationNameList
InheritedClassList ::= InheritedClass
| InheritedClass, InheritedClassList
InheritedClass ::= ClassName[ActualParameters][RenameList]
LocalDefinitionList ::= LocalDefinition
| LocalDefinition
LocalDefinitionList
LocalDefinition ::= BasicTypeDefinition
| AxiomaticDefinition
| AbbreviationDefinition
| FreeTypeDefinition
State ::= [Declaration [∆ Declaration][| PredicateList]]
| [∆ Declaration [| PredicateList]]
| [PredicateList]
InitialState ::= INIT ∧= [PredicateList]
OperationList ::= Operation
| Operation
OperationListOperation ::= OperationName ∧= [DelataList [Declaration][| PredicateList]]
| OperationName ∧= [Declaration [| PredicateList]]
| OperatioName ∧= [[PredicateList]]
| OperationName ∧= OperationExpression
OperationName ::= Identifier
DeltaList ::=∆ (DeclarationNameList)
OperationExpression ::= Identifier [RenameList]
| OperationExpression ∧ OperationExpression
| OperationExpression∥ OperationExpression
| OperationExpression ∥ !OperationExpression
| OperationExpression[]OperationExpression
| OperationExpression;OperationExpression
| OperationExpression• OperationExpression
| Expression.Identifier
| (OperationExpression)
Considering the class schema specification, concepts of
Object-Z class are [2,3]:
1. Formal parameters: each formal parameter, given after the
class name, introduces a basic type whose scope extends to
constructs in the class box.
2. Visibility list: lists those features that are visible to the
environment of an object of the class.
3. Inheritance: when a class is inherited by another in Object-
Z, its definitions, i.e. local definitions, state and initial state
schemas and operations, are merged with those of the
inheriting class. Related concepts are:
• Multiple inheritance: A class can inherit from more than
one class.
• Polymorphism: Allows an object to be declared as
belonging to one class from a particular inheritance
hierarchy.
• Cancellation and redefinition of features: This enables
redefinition of parent class features and cancellation of
them by not considering them in the visibility list.
4. Local definition: Defines types and constants which may
be used within the class. Local definitions are categorized
to basic types, axiomatic definitions, abbreviations and
free types; all categories have the same meanings as their
counterparts in Z.
5. State schema: Is a nameless box with optional declaration
and predicate parts. The predicate part of a state schema is
called class invariants because theymust be always satisfied.
Variables which are defined in the declaration part of the
state schema are called state variables. State variables are
categorized to:
• Primary variables: May be only changed by the operation
in which they are declared.
• Secondary variables: May be changed by any operation.
6. Initial state schema: Specifies the initial state of a class, and
its name is INIT.
7. Operation: Defines the permissible changes in the state that
an object of the class may undergo. Related concepts are:
• Operation schema: Is a named box which may consist of
a∆-list, a declaration and a predicate part.∆-list consists
of primary variables that the operation may change when
applied to an object of the class. The declaration part is for
auxiliary variables needed to define the operation. They
are generally input and output variables. The predicate
part relates the possible states before the operation
execution to the possible states after its execution.
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tions and operation promotions which will be defined
later. An operation expression may be also an identifier
with an optional rename list enabling previously defined
operations to be modified or combined.
• Operation operators: Object-Z has the following operation
operators used to modify and combine operation expres-
sions:
– Conjunction (∧): Used to model the simultaneous
occurrence of two operations.
– Parallel composition (∥ or ∥!): Used to model commu-
nication between simultaneously occurring operations
in both directions.
– Choice (): Used to model the occurrence of an
applicable operation among two operations. If both
operations are applicable, then this operator selects one
of them, nondeterministically.
– Sequential composition (;): Used to model two op-
erations occurring in sequence. It also allows the
communication between the operations, but the com-
munication is only possible in one direction.
– Negation (¬): Is a unary operator that negates predi-
cates of an operation.
– Scope enrichment (•): Used to enrich the environment
of one operation expressionwith the auxiliary variables
of another one.
Other important concepts in Object-Z are [2,3]:
• Class union: Object-Z also has another, more flexible notion
of polymorphism, called class union. Class union allows the
declaration of an identity of an object in the form of one of
an arbitrary set of classes.
• Object aggregation: Is defined in terms of power set of a
class.
• Object containment: Facilitates the specification of systems
where objects are ‘‘contained’’within others.More precisely,
object containment is used to restrict the possibility of
external referencing. For example, suppose a banking
system, inwhich there is no account that exists inmore than
one bank. In other words, the accounts at different banks
are distinct. For applying this constraint, we can use object
containment: each bank contains those accounts held at that
bank.
• Operation promotion: Any class can have operations which
model the application of operations to objects whose
identities are declared as global constants. Such operations
are said to promote the operations of the objects to
operations of the class. An operation promotion is defined
using the dot notation ‘‘a · Op’’, where a is an expression
which evaluates to the identity of the referenced object, and
Op is the name of a visible operation of the object’s class.
• Attribute promotion: Visible attributes of an object may be
promoted to any scope in which the identity of that object
may be referenced.
3. Related work
In [5], Rafsanjani and Colwill presented the following basic
rules for structural mapping from Object-Z to C++:
1. Constants and state variables in a class are mapped into the
protected part of a C++ class.2. All inheritances in Object-Z are mapped to public inheri-
tances of C++.
3. In the case of multiple inheritances, a base class is mapped
to a virtual base class of C++.
4. Operations in Object-Z classes are mapped to virtual
functions in C++.
5. For each class of C++, a null constructor, a copy constructor,
a destructor, an assignment operator, and invariants for
constants, are always supplied.
In [6], Fukagawa et al. have augmented the work of [5] by
presenting two new rules that consider a constructor for types
of constants and template classes for generic parameters. Also,
in [7], Johnston and Rose proposed the following guidelines for
manual conversion of Object-Z to C++:
1. Class schema: Each Object-Z class schema becomes a
C++ class definition.
2. Visibility list: Members of a class corresponding to features
in the visibility list are mapped as public and others as
protected.
3. Inheritance: Inheritance is converted to inheritance in C++.
Whether it will be considered as public, protected or private
inheritance depends on the visibility list. Renaming of
inherited operations is achieved by putting an inherited
operation into the protected area and declaring the new
operation name in the public area. All inherited operations
must be redefined to include a check of the state predicate
of the derived class.
4. Type definition: A type definition becomes a type definition
in the protected section. A statement in the form c:C is
converted to C∗c;.
5. State schema: State variables are converted by default as
protected member data. A state predicate is converted to a
protected member function invoked on the completion of
the constructor and each class operation.
6. INIT : The INIT predicate of an Object-Z specification is
converted into the body of the C++ class constructor.
7. Operation: Each operation becomes a member function
declaration in the C++ header class.
7.1. Operation schema: Inputs in the schema form a list of
input parameters for themember function, and outputs
become the result. If the return of multiple variables
is required, the structure is created outside the class
to package the returned values for communication
with client users. Preconditions are converted into
an ‘‘if condition’’, enclosing the body of the function.
Postconditions are converted into action statements
which ensure that the predicates are satisfied.
7.2. Operation expression: For operation expressions, cod-
ing of composite operations involves converting an
atomic composition to a sequence of C++member func-
tions; see details in [7].
Also, Johnston and Rose describe some case studies for
converting Object-Z to C++, but in these case studies, they
use some converting rules whose definitions have not been
proposed explicitly in [7].
In our previous work [13], we presented an animation
approach to the develop C++ code from Object-Z specifications,
considering those Object-Z concepts, such as all types of
definitions, including class union, axiomatic definitions, object
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whose mappings have not been proposed in the previous
work. Also, animation rules were given in enough detail; for
example, we considered alternative cases in state schemas,
operations, operation operators, initial state schemas and
inheritance; see [13] for more details. In [14], which is a
short paper, we only described some ideas (not clear rules
and/or codes) in order to animate the state schema predicate
list and initialization schema, considering two special cases
that have not been regarded in [13]. Also, for mapping object
aggregation, new ideas (not rules or codes) have beendescribed,
which are more reusable and simpler in comparison to our
previous rules [13]. Finally, we described mapping ideas for
global basic types, schemas and free types; see [14] for more
details.
Now, we give a brief description of previous work in
mapping Object-Z specifications into other object-oriented
programming languages (not C++). In [8], Ramkarthik and
Zhang developed a tool which animates Object-Z specification
into Java codes. Also, they have given generalmappings for class,
class constants (i.e., local axiomatic definitions), class variables
(i.e., primary and secondary variables), class invariant (i.e., stat
schema predicate list), initialization schema, operation schema
and a visibility list; they do not consider any special cases of
Object-Z constructs in their proposed rules.
Also, Wang et al. [10] describe transformation mechanisms
which convert Object-Z specification into Java codes. The pro-
posed mechanisms support the mapping of class, inheritance,
polymorphism and objects in a general and abstract way. It is
worthmentioning that they explainmechanisms, such as inher-
itance, only using examples throughout the paper. As another
work, Ni and Zhang [12] have developed a tool which converts
Object-Z specifications into Spec# codes. However, they do not
describe their mapping rules in the paper.
In the next section, we present a new and more complete
version of our approach,which relies on the following advances,
in comparison to our previous work:
1. For mapping some concepts like object aggregation and
object containment, new mapping rules are presented
which are simpler, more extendable, and more reusable
in comparison to our previous mapping rules. Also, new
mapping rules can be automated more easily.
2. Although we still use some of our previous mapping
rules, for some concepts, such as operation expressions
and promotion, animation rules are proposed in a much
more detailed and complete way by considering the most
special cases. In this way, the approach given in this paper
facilitates automation.
3. We propose mapping rules for some concepts, such as
generic definitions, schema secondary variables, global
paragraphs and some forms of variable definition, which
have not been covered in our previous work.
4. We propose templates for the constructor and destructor
of classes, which increase the automation capability of our
mapping method.
5. We increase the readability and clarity of mapping rules
using the abstract syntax of Object-Z in mapping rules.
6. We provide design decisions for mapping some concepts
such as axiomatic definition and abbreviation definition.
7. We regard some level of user interaction in our method to
obtain the final code. This increases the flexibility of our
method so that the user can specify her/his opinion at someparts of the resulting code that are marked with the words,
‘‘user interaction’’.
8. We provide concrete examples throughout the paper in
order to explain mapping rules for some concepts, such as
axiomatic definition and abbreviation definition.
9. We extend our previous case study in order to evaluate our
work and better compare it with related work.
10. We provide a more complete discussion to compare our
mappingmethodwith other relatedmethods based on a set
of criteria.
4. Our mapping method
First, we propose the mapping of global paragraphs. Then,
we show how our method maps each Object-Z class construct
step by step. We propose these mappings according to the
abstract syntax of Object-Z (Section 2.2). Therefore, some parts
of the presented mappings can be understood, seeing the
abstract syntax of Object-Z. It is worth mentioning that we
do not propose any mapping for predicates. In other words,
we assume user interaction in order to obtain the mapping of
predicates.
4.1. Mapping of global paragraphs
Although the mapping of some constructs in global para-
graphs are similar to the mapping of their counterparts in the
class construct, there are important differences between them,
considering the form of the obtained code (e.g., using virtual
method or class constructs, such as constructor, as the target
of mapping). Now, Object-Z constructs existing in global para-
graphs, except the ‘‘predicate’’ part (according to the syntax
given in Section 2.2), are mapped as follows:
4.1.1. Basic type definition
Wemap each basic type to a struct, whose name is the basic
type name itself. More precisely, the mapping of the basic type
in the form of [Identifier0, . . . , Identifiern] is as follows:
struct Identifier0{}; . . . ; struct Identifiern{};
4.1.2. Axiomatic definition
We did not present any mapping for global axiomatic
definitions in our previous work [13,14]. We distinguish the
following four cases for mapping axiomatic definitions:
• Constant definition: We map a constant definition to a
const; its type will be mapped by using mapping rules
for types that will be presented later, and its associated
predicates will be mapped in a method whose name is
‘‘check_axiomaticdefinition_name’’, as follows (note thatwe
must call this method in the first line of the main method
and also in the body of the method obtained through the
mapping of state schema (see part 4.2.4) to check whether
the predicates of the axiomatic definition are satisfied for
constant initialization):
constmapping of Declaration;
Boolean check_axiomaticdefinition_name ()
{if (!/*mapping of PredicateList*/) return false;
return true;}
• Operator definition: In this case, the notation ‘‘−’’ exists in
the declaration part of the axiomatic definition by which
we specify the arity of the operator; see Example 1. Also,
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properties of the operator. To map operator definitions,
two cases will be considered: if the operator already exists
in C++, and its semantics are the same as those existing
in C++, no mapping is needed. If the operator does not
exist in C++, we map it to a method whose return type is
Boolean. Its body is in the form of an ‘‘if-clause’’ that checks
whether (the mapping of) the PredicateList of axiomatic
definition is satisfied. If it is satisfied, the method returns
true, otherwise, it returns false. We do not consider a case
in which the operator already exists in C++, and whose
semantics are different from those existing in C++, because
such a configuration should be mapped considering the
concept of ‘‘operator overloading’’, but operator overloading
cannot be considered as a global definition. In other
words, it must be mapped in the class construct; see
part 4.2.3.2.
If the left-most operand of the operator function is an object
(or a reference to an object) of the class of the operator, the
operator function must be implemented as a member method.
Also, the mentioned method must be virtual and have a return
type Boolean. If the left-most operand should be an object of
a different class, the operator function must be implemented
as a global method. A global operator function can be made
a friend of a class if that function should access private or
protected members of that class directly [28]. In both cases, we
call the mentioned method whenever the operator appears in
the specification.
Example 1. Suppose that we want to map the following
specification using our mapping rules (see the mapping of class
construct in Section 4.2):
The mapping of the above specification results in the
following code:
class Person {
Public:
unsigned int identity;
virtual Boolean op@ (Person s);};
Boolean Person::op@ (Person s){
if (s.identity==this.identity) return true;
return false;};
• Symbol (not operator) definition:We can consider ‘‘method’’
or ‘‘macro’’ as two alternatives in order to propose a
mapping for symbol definition. If the predicate list of the
axiomatic definition only contains one predicate, we map
the axiomatic definition to a macro, because it increases
the understandability of the code, increases the speed of
the execution and reduces the number of lines of the code.
In this macro, the identifier (existing in the declaration of
the axiomatic definition) will be the symbol name with
its associated parameter, and the value is obtained via themapping of the predicate part of the axiomatic definition.
Thus, the mapping is as follows:
#define identifier (parameter) mapping of PredicateList
If the predicate list of the axiomatic definition containsmore
than one predicate that cannot be mapped as the right-
hand side of a macro definition in C++, we use a method
instead of a macro in order to map symbol definition. The
method name is the symbol name. The inputs and outputs
of this method are determined according to the declaration
part of the axiomatic definition, and its body is obtained
through the mapping of the PredicateList of the axiomatic
definition.
Example 2. Suppose that we want to map the following
specification using our mapping rule:
The mapping of the above specification is as follows:
#define S(x)((x)∗(x))
• Function definition:We consider amethodwhose name and
return value are the function name and void, respectively.
All of the function inputs and outputs become the input
parameters of the resulting method. Of course, all original
outputs must be considered as call by reference because
they may be changed in the function body. Finally, the
methodbody is obtainedbymapping the functionpredicates
(i.e., PredicateList). We call this method in the resulting code
whenever the function is called in the specification.
Example 3. Suppose that we want to map the following
specification using our mapping rules:
The mapping of the above specification is as follows:
void Square (unsigned int i, unsigned int&o){
o = i*i; }
4.1.3. Generic definition
Wedid not present anymapping for generic definition in our
previous work [13,14]. Now, we distinguish the following two
cases:
• If we have an operator definition
– which has formal parameters, we cannot map it into
C++ codes because types of operands that are specified in
the Declaration are not known;
– otherwise, we map it similar to that of axiomatic
definitions in the form of an operator definition.
• Otherwise, we consider a new global method for mapping
this case of generic definition. We choose a global method
in order to reduce the number of classes in the resulting
code. Also, templates can be used in global methods. The
considered global method should have a unique name. In
addition, its inputs and outputs are obtained through the
mapping of the generic definition declaration. It is worth
mentioning that we interact with user in order to obtain
these inputs and outputs. Thus, we mark the mapping of
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type of its return value is Boolean, and its body is in the form
of if-clause (see below). We map each formal parameter
as a template class (gn stands for formal parameter and n
denotes the number of formal parameters in the generic
definition). This method must be called in the main method
and also in the body of the method obtained through the
mapping of state schema (see part 4.2.4) of class schema in
which the generic definition is used.
template<class fm0 , class fm1, . . . , class fmn>
Boolean genericdefinition_name (/*mapping of Declaration
[user interaction]*/)
{ if (mapping of PredicateList_precondition){
mapping of PredicateList;
return true;}
return false;}
4.1.4. Abbreviation definition
We did not present any mapping for abbreviation definition
in our previous work [13,14]. We consider four cases. If the left-
hand side of the abbreviation definition is a variable name, and
its right-hand side is in the form of a (an):
• Computational expression, the abbreviation definition will
be mapped to a macro (all variables used in the computa-
tional expression are listed into variables; see below) be-
cause the semantic of this case of abbreviation definition
completely matches to the semantic of a macro. The map-
ping is as follows:
#define VariableName (variables)mapping of Expression
• Set definition along with a list of its elements, if the type of
its elements is:
– Numeric, we map the abbreviation definition to an array
whose name and type are VariableName and ‘‘int’’, respec-
tively.We also consider two globalmethodswhose names
are ‘‘check_abbreviationdefinition_name’’ and ‘‘initializa-
tion_abbreviationdefinition_name’’. The former checks
whether var (see below) relates to the abbreviation, and
the latter initializes the array elements. We call ‘‘initial-
ization_abbreviaitiondefinition_name’’ in the first line of
the main method. ‘‘check_abbreviationdefinition_name’’
is called whenever we want to check a value relative to
the abbreviation. In summary, the mapping is as follows
(n is the cardinality of VaraiableName):
int [n] VariableName;
Boolean check_abbreviationdefinition_name (int var)
{if (/*var==VariableName[0] ∥var==
VariableName[1]∥ · · · ∥
var==VariableName[n]*/) return true;
return false;}
Void initialization_abbreviationdefinition_name ()
{ /* initializing the elements of VariableName according to the
set definition/* }
– Not numeric, we use an enumerator to map the abbrevia-
tion definition:
enum VariableName {mapping of Expression}
• Class union (VariableName==Class1 ∪ · · · ∪ Classn), the
best choice seems to use the union construct in C++, but by
the C++ union, we cannot have variables that are defined
as objects of classes; hence, we map class union to a
struct (with the name VariableName), whose elements areobjects of those classes existing in the class union definition,
i.e., Class1, . . . , Classn.
Example 4. Suppose that we want to map the following
specification [3] using our mapping rules:
TripTicket== SingleTripTicket ∪MultiTripTicket
Themapping of the above specification results in the following
code (see part 4.2.9 item 4 for details on mapping of class
union):
class SingleTripTicket {. . . };
class MultiTripTicket {. . . };
struct TripTicket {
SingleTripTicket ∗s1;
MultiTripTicket ∗s2;};
• Range definition, we use an array to map this type of
abbreviation definition as follows (abbrev_definition_length
denotes the length of range in the abbreviation definition):
int [abbrev_definition_length] VariableName;
4.1.5. Free type definition
If only constants are used in the definition of the free
type (for other cases, we do not present any mapping in the
current work), then wemap it to an enumerator in C++ because
the semantic of this case of free type definition completely
matches the semantic of the enumerator. Thus, the mapping is
as follows:
enum Identifier {mapping of BranchList};
4.1.6. Schema
We rely on schema mapping rules proposed in [29], which
map a schema with its associated declaration and without
any formal parameters, and predicate list to a struct.However,
we map the predicate list of the schema to a global method.
This method must be called whenever a variable with type
‘‘schema_name’’ is defined in order to check whether schema
predicates are satisfied. For instance, it must be considered
as one of ‘‘if conditions’’ in the body of the method, which
is obtained through the mapping of the operation schema
(see part 4.2.6), when at least one state variable or declaration
name with type ‘‘schema_name’’ is defined in the operation
schema. In summary, the mapping is as follows:
struct schema_name {/*mapping of Declaration */};
Boolean check_schema_name (schema_name s)
{ if (/*mapping of schema predicate list (considering s as the schema)*/)
return true;
return false;}
Example 5. Suppose that we want to map the following
specification [29] using our mapping rules:
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Inherited Parent Method
or
attribute
In visibility
list
Access type in the code
No – – Yes Public
No No – No Private
No Yes – No Protected
Yes – Method Yes Case 1 of Section 4.2.2
Yes No Method No Private
Yes Yes Method No Case 2 of Section 4.2.2
Yes – Attribute Yes Case 3 of Section 4.2.2
Yes No Attribute No Private
Yes Yes Attribute No Case 4 of Section 4.2.2
The mapping of the above specification is as follows:
enum SWITCH {closed, open};
enum SIGNAL {s0, s1};
struct PowerSupply {
SWITCH contactor ;
SIGNAL setpoint;};
Boolean check_PowerSupply (PowerSupply s)
{ if {s.contactor==open && s.setpoint ==s0} return true;
return false;}
4.1.7. Class
We map each class to a class with the same name as in
the specification. The mappings of class parts are proposed in
Section 4.2.
4.2. Mapping of class construct
Now, we show how our method maps each Object-Z class
construct, step by step. First of all, it is worth mentioning
that considering the forward declaration of classes can solve
problems which stem from the order of declaration of
classes.
4.2.1. Formal parameters
We consider a template class for each formal parameter as
follows:
template ⟨class Identifier0, class Identifier1, . . . , class Identifiern⟩
4.2.2. Determining access type
Table 2 presents how we can determine the access type
of class components in the target code, especially for those
components appearing in the visibility list. This table shows
the final access type for various cases depending on whether
the mapped class is inherited (column 1). The mapped class is
the parent of another class (column 2), the current component
(whose access type is being determined) is a method or an
attribute (column 3), and, finally, the current component is in
the visibility list (column 4).
Cases 1–4 in column 5 of Table 2 are as follows:• Case 1: If the method is protected in the parent class, then
we redefine the method in the inheriting class as public,
otherwise (if the method is public in the parent class), no
work is needed for mapping the method.
• Case 2: If the method is public in the parent class, then we
redefine the method in the inheriting class as protected,
otherwise, no work is needed for mapping.
• Case 3: If the attribute is protected in the parent class, then
we consider a method, called get_attributename, for getting
the value of the attribute. Also, we consider a method, called
set_attributename, which sets the value of the attribute;
both thementionedmethods have public accessibility. If the
attribute is public in the parent class, then nowork is needed
for mapping.
• Case 4: If the attribute is protected in the parent class, then
no work is needed for mapping, otherwise, unfortunately,
we can only propose an inefficient mapping, because, in
order to change the access type of the attribute to protected,
we are forced to redefine all methods which use or modify
the attribute.
4.2.3. Local definitions
4.2.3.1. Basic type. Its mapping is the same as the mapping of
this concept in global paragraphs, but it must be defined in the
class definition in this case.
4.2.3.2. Axiomatic definitions. We consider four cases. If the
axiomatic definition is in the form of a (an):
• constant definition,wemap the constant definition to a const
in the class. Its type will be mapped by using mapping rules
for types that will be presented later, and its associated
predicates will be used in the constructor of the class
to check whether the constant initialization is true. The
template of the constructor of classeswill be presented later.
• operator definition, in addition to two cases proposed for
mapping of this concept in global paragraphs, we also
consider a new case: if the operator already exists in C++,
and its semantics are different from those of the existing
operator, then we must overload the existing operator
according to its semantics, which are specified by the
predicate list of the axiomatic definition.
• symbol (not operator) definition, the mapping of this type
of axiomatic definition is the same as the mapping of this
concept in global paragraphs, but the final macro must be
defined in the class definition, in this case.
• function definition, we consider a virtual method (in the
class), whose name and return value are the function name
and void, respectively. All of the function inputs and outputs
become the input parameters of the mentioned virtual
method. Of course, the original outputs must be considered
as call by reference. Finally, the method body is obtained by
mapping the axiomatic definition predicate list.
4.2.3.3. Abbreviations. Weconsider four cases. Comparingwith
our previous work [13,14], we add one new case for mapping
those abbreviations that are based on range definition, and we
also consider two cases for mapping of set definition. In this
way,we propose themapping of abbreviationswithmore detail
in comparison to our previousmapping [13,14]. Also,we did not
consider the mapping of abbreviation definition in [14]. If the
left-hand side of the abbreviation definition is a variable name,
and its right-hand side is in the form of a (an):
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mapping of this concept in global paragraphs, but we must
put the finalmacro in the class definition in this case.
• Set definition, along with a list of its elements, if the types of
its elements are:
– Numeric, the mapping is the same as the mapping of this
concept in global paragraphs, but we must consider the
finalmethod as a virtual method here.
– Not numeric, the mapping is the same as the mapping
of this concept in global paragraphs, but we must put
resulting enum in the class definition here.
• Range definition, themapping is the same as themapping of
this concept in global paragraphs, but we must consider the
resulting array as a class attribute here.
4.2.3.4. Free types. The mapping is the same as the mapping of
this concept in global paragraphs, but we must put resulting
enum in the class definition here.
4.2.4. State schema
Schema parts are mapped as follows:
4.2.4.1. Primary variables and those secondary variables that
are not obtained via primary variables and other constants in
the predicate part. Mapping is like definitions which will be
proposed later (see part 4.2.9).
4.2.4.2. Those secondary variables that are obtained via
primary variables and other constants in the predicate part can
be mapped based on the expression used to compute the value
of these variables and the frequency of appearance of these
variables in the specification. In our previous work [13,14], we
did not propose any mapping for secondary variables; now, we
propose its mapping in Table 3.
4.2.4.3. Predicates. We proposed a general mapping for state
schema predicates, i.e. without considering any special case
in [13]. On the other hand, we presented the mapping of
state schema predicates through different parts of the mapping
procedure; this resulted in reducing the readability of the
mapping. Also, in the case of inheritance, we did not propose
any code. In [14], we only described the ideas for the mapping
of the state schema predicate list considering two special cases.
More precisely, we only described the properties of themethod,
which are obtained through the mapping of state schema
predicate list, without proposing any code. Now, we propose
a single mapping for state schema predicates with/without
inheritance, stating the resulting codes in enough detail.
If we have state schema predicates, definition of
check_axiomaticdefinition_name (see part 4.1.2), global pred-
icates or state variable(s) with type schema, or generic defini-
tion (all of them are invariants that must be satisfied in each
state of class schema), we consider a method in the class which
is virtual. The name and the return type of this method are
check_stateschema and Boolean, respectively. Using Boolean
as the type of return value, the programmer can determine
whether all of the invariants (i.e., conditions in the ‘‘if clause’’;
see below) are satisfied. Also, the access type of the method is
determined by the rule given in part 4.2.2, called the determin-
ing access type. Finally:
• If the current class is not a child class, or if it is a child
class, but its parent class(es) does not have the method
check_stateschema, then the method is as follows:Boolean class_name::check_stateschema()
{if (/*mapping of all predicates of the state schema (i.e., PredicateList)
except those used for initializing secondary variables, global predicates,
call of check_axiomaticdefinition_name, genericdefinition_name and
call of check_schema_name.a Conditions are
separated using &&*/) return true;
return false;}
• Otherwise, we must call check_stateschema(s) of parent
class(es) as follows:
Boolean class_name::check_stateschema()
{if (/*mapping of all predicates of the state schema (i.e., PredicateList)
except those used for initializing secondary variables, global predicates,
call of check_axiomaticdefinition_name, genericdefinition_name and
call of check_schema_name.b Conditions are separated
using &&*/ && parent(s)_check_stateschema()) return true;
return false;}
a. If there exist state variables with type of schema, calling of
check_schema_name for each of them is necessary.
b. If there exist state variables with type of schema, calling of
check_schema_name for each of them is necessary.
Example 6. Suppose that we want to map the following state
schema [2] using our mapping rules:
First, we map the type of natural numbers (see part 4.2.9):
unsignedint side;
Then, as specification shows, the expression for computing
the value of area (i.e., area = side∗side) is not long. Then, we
consider two cases for mapping of area as follows:
• If the frequency of appearance of area in the specification is
high, then we map it as follows:
#define area (side) (side*side)
• Otherwise, we map it as follows:
unsigned int area;
virtual inline void set_area(){area = side*side; }
Finally, we map state schema predicates as follows (we as-
sume that the current class has no parent classes):
Boolean check_stateschema() {return true; }
4.2.5. Initialization schema (INIT)
As done for state schema predicates, we improve our
previous mapping for initialization schema [13,14] here. We
proposed a general mapping for initialization schema in [13].
On the other hand, we presented the mapping of initialization
schema through different parts of the mapping procedure;
this resulted in reducing the readability of the mapping.
Also, in the case of inheritance, we did not propose any
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Computational expression Frequency of appearance
in the specification
Mapped to
Not long High The secondary variable and the associated expression used to compute it are mapped to a
macro. The mapping is as follows (Identifier denotes the name of the secondary variable. Also,
variables include all variables in the associated expression): #define Identifier (variables)
(mapping of the associated expression)
Don’t care Low To reach better performance, we consider an inline method which is virtual in the final code.
The name, return type and access type of this method are set_secondaryvariable_name, void
and protected, respectively. Also, the method has no input, and its body is resulted from the
mapping of the computational expression; notice that the secondary variable is itself mapped
according to the mapping of definitions; see part 4.2.9.
Long High The same as the previous case; however, we consider a method in the class instead of
considering an inline method.code. In [14], we only described the ideas for the mapping
of initialization schema, considering two special cases. More
precisely, we only described the properties of the method,
which are obtained through the mapping of initialization
schema, without proposing any code. Now, we propose a single
mapping for initialization schema, with/without inheritance,
stating resulting codes in enough detail:
We apply the predicates of INIT in the constructor of the
class. Moreover, we consider a virtual method in the class,
whose name and return type are INIT and Boolean, respectively.
Using Boolean as the type of return value, the programmer
can determine whether all of the initial state predicates and
invariants are satisfied (In other words, the object which
promotes INIT is in the initial state). The access type of the
method is determined by the rule determining access type
(see part 4.2.2). Finally, the method itself is as follows:
• If the current class is not a child class, or if it is a child class,
and none of its parent class(es) has the INIT method, then
the method is as follows:
Boolean class_name::INIT()
if(check_stateschema() &&mapping of
init_predicates (i.e., PredicateList)) return true;
return false;}
• Otherwise, we must call the method INIT of its parent
class(es) as follows:
Boolean class_name::INIT()
if (check_stateschema() &&mapping of init_predicates
(i.e., PredicateList) && parent(s)_INIT())
return true;
return false;}
4.2.6. Operation schema
To map operation schemas in [13], we only considered
a general case. We now, however, propose the mapping of
operation schemas regarding several different cases. Thus,
the new mapping is more complete and in more detail, in
comparison to our previousmapping.Whenmapping operation
schemas, we should distinguish between preconditions and
postconditions. To achieve this goal, we consider the whole
of schema predicates as postconditions, and use the following
definition to obtain preconditions of schema Op:
∃State ′ • Op\outputs,
where State is the state schema, and outputs are those
declarations which end with ‘!’. This approach to obtain
preconditions is the same as the approach in conventional Z.
Also, we do not distinguish between primed (after state) and
unprimed (before state) variables, or, in other words, primedand unprimed variables with the same name are considered
equal because the notation of C++ does not differentiate
between before state and after state variables. For each
operation schema,we consider a virtualmethod,whose name is
the same as the operation schema name, andwhose return type
is Boolean. We consider ‘‘Boolean’’ for the return type because,
in this way, we can check whether the operation schema
is executed successfully. More precisely, according to the
semantics of operations in Object-Z (in Object-Z, an operation
is not enabled outside its precondition), we define successful
execution of the operation as, first, that the preconditions
of the operation and invariants are satisfied in the before
state, and second, invariants are satisfied in the after state
(see the following code). In addition, the method access type is
determined by the rule determining access type. Outputs of the
method are the same as the outputs of the operation schema
and are considered in the formof call by reference, because they
will be initialized during the execution of the operation schema,
and also we want to be able to use their final values. Inputs
are the same as the inputs of the operation schema and are
considered as call by value. Also, we omit characters ‘?’ and ‘!’
when mapping input and output variables. Finally, we consider
the following cases to map operation schemas:
• If the current class is not a child class or
– the current class is a child class, and none of its parent
classes has an operation schema with the same name as
this operation schema or
– the operation schema has a delta-list and declaration part
in its definition, then:
The body of the operation schema should be in the form of
if-clause, which calls check_stateschema to check whether
state schema predicates are satisfied before performing the
operation, because, as stated previously, these predicates
play the role of invariants. Also, this if-clause checks
operation schema preconditions, which must be satisfied
in order to apply its postconditions. If both the mentioned
conditions are satisfied, operation schema postconditions
are performed. Finally, after performing postconditions,
state schema predicates are checked again in order to ensure
that the current state of the class still satisfies invariants. So,
the mapping of the operation schema is as follows:
Boolean class_name::operationschema_name
(/*mapping of declaration */)
{if (check_stateschema() &&mapping of
operationschema_preconditions)
{mapping of operationschema_postconditions;
if (check_stateschema()) return true};
return false;}
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name as inherited operation schemas that have not been re-
named,wemust firstly call operations in the parent class(es)
the same name as this operation because, according to
the semantics of inheritance in Objects-Z, a child opera-
tion schema must be conjoined with inherited operation
schemas with the same name. Now, the mapping of the op-
eration schema itself is as follows:
Boolean class_name::operationschema_name (/* mapping of the
declaration of this operation schema and
also the declaration of operations with the same
name in parent class(es)*/)
{if(check_stateschema() &&mapping of
operationschema_preconditions &&
parent(s)_operationschema_name(their inputs and outputs))
{mapping of operationschema_postconditions;
if (check_stateschema()) return true};
return false;}
4.2.7. Inheritance
We propose mapping rules in four parts as follows:
• Inherited class (see abstract syntax of inherited class in
Section 2.2): At first, if the parent class has more than one
child, the inherited class is mapped to a virtual public base
class, otherwise, it is mapped to a public base class. Then,
we map each actual parameter. For example, B is mapped to
Boolean. Also,we arrange the code formapping the inherited
class, along with its associated actual parameters, as follows
(all actual parameters are separated with ‘‘,’’ in act_pars):
class class_name : public[virtual]base_class⟨act_pars⟩
Finally, to map the rename list, it is worth mentioning
that there exist two types of renaming; method (operation)
renaming and attribute (variable) renaming. Suppose that
the rename list is in the form of (RenameItem, . . . ,
RenameItem) and, also, each RenameItem is in the form of
[newName/oldName]. In the case of method renaming, if
none of the attributes of the inherited class that are used
in the method are renamed, we consider a virtual method
in the child class, whose name is newName, and its body
is in the form of an if-clause. This clause calls oldName
operation and check_stateschema (because the child class
itself may have a state schema that is different from the
inherited check_stateschema), according to the following
code. Otherwise (if at least one of the attributes of the
inherited class that are used in the method is renamed),
mapping of the operation is similar to the mapping of
operation schema and also, is based on the mapping of
attribute renaming.
Boolean class_name::operation_newName (operation_oldName inputs and
outputs)
{if (parent_class::operation_oldName (operation_oldName inputs and
outputs) && check_stateschema())
{if check_stateschema() return true;}
return false;}
• Cancellation of features: Considering the definition of the
cancellation of features (see Section 2.2), themapping of this
construct can be done using the rule determining of access
type (see part 4.2.2).
• Redefinition of features: The mapping of this concept
is covered during the mapping of operation schemas or
operation operators when considering a new definition of
operations.• Inherited class features: The mapping of child initialization
schemas and child state schemaswas proposed earlier when
we considered the notion of inherited initialization schema
and also the notion of inherited state schemas; see parts
4.2.4.3 and 4.2.5.
4.2.8. Operation operators
Suppose thatwewant tomap op ∧= op1 O op2, whereO is the
operator, and op1 and op2 are the operands. Also, suppose that
op_in denotes the inputs of op, and op_out means the outputs
of op. For all operation operators, we consider a virtual method,
whose name is op, the return type is Boolean and the access type
is determined by considering the rule, determining access type.
The method body, inputs and outputs of all operators, except
scope enrichment, whose mapping is given in the following
paragraphs, are determined using Table 4.
We regarded a new case for mapping operation operators in
comparison to our previous work. We considered the call for
check_stateschema in the method body in order to support a
casewherein at least one of op1 and op2 is inherited. The reason
is that the child class may have State Schema. Hence, in order
to check whether the predicates of the child state schema are
satisfied, a call of the child check_stateschema is needed.
To map scope enrichment op = LHS • RHS, since this
expression is in fact obtained by conjoining two operation
expressions, LHS and RHS, we consider a virtual method whose
name is op, whose return type is Boolean, and whose access
type is determined by considering the rule determining access
type (see part 4.2.2). The method body is in the form of
the method body presented for mapping operation schemas,
but we should define inputs, outputs, preconditions and
postconditions of this method as follows:
• Method inputs and outputs are obtained by merging the
inputs and outputs of LHS and RHS.
• The preconditions are obtained by the conjunction of
preconditions of LHS and RHS. When LHS or RHS are in the
form of promotion, here, we can only consider the mapping
of promotion in the preconditions part. In otherwords, there
is no need to consider promotion in the postconditions part,
because, according to themapping of promotion that will be
proposed later, when we call promotion, its postconditions
will be executed if its preconditions and check_stateschema
are satisfied. Also, we mark these parts of mapping with
‘‘user interaction’’, in order to enable users to select
one of these alternatives, according to their preferences,
when at least one of RHS and LHS is in the form of
promotion.
• The postconditions are obtained by the conjunction of
postconditions of LHS and RHS.
• NB1: If variables with the same name and type exist in both
op1_out and op2_in, we consider these variables in the form
of call by reference in op1, but call by value in op2. The reason
is that, as mentioned before, when mapping the operation
schema declaration, we must consider outputs in the form
of call by reference and inputs ordinarily (i.e., not in the form
of call by reference).
• NB2: If variables with the same name and type exist in
both op2_out and op1_in, we consider these variables in the
form of call by reference in op2 (the reason is the same as
given in NB1), but ordinary in op1. We cannot model the
communication of variables in both directions.
• NB3: Considering the semantics of conjunction and parallel
composition, the best choice could be to use threads of
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Operator Method body, inputs and outputs
Conjunction Body
if (check_stateschema() && op1 && op2) {return true;}
return false;
Inputs and outputs
The input list is obtained by merging op1_in and op2_in in the conventional way.
Similarly, the output list is obtained by merging op1_out and op2_out.
See also NB3 below.
Choice Body
int r = rand() % 2;
if r==0 {
if(check_stateschema(){
if (!pre op1) return op2;
else return op1;}
return false;}
else {
if(check_stateschema()){
if (!pre op2) return op1;
else return op2;}
return false;}
Inputs and outputs
Similar to what we did for conjunction; see the previous row.
** pre op means the mapping of the precondition of op.
Sequential composition Body
if (check_stateschema() && op1 && op2) {return true;}
return false;
Inputs and outputs
Similar to what we did for conjunction. However, we do not consider variables with the same name and type
which are in both op1_out and op2_in.
See also NB1 below.
Parallel composition Body
If (check_stateschema() && op1 && op2) {return true;}
return false;
Inputs and outputs
The same as the previous case. However, we do not consider variables with the same name and type which are in
both op1_out and op2_in or are in both op1_in and op2_out; such variables are considered as local variables in the
form of call by value.
See also NB1, NB2 and NB3 below.
Negation of op Body
First negate the constraints in op and then use the mapping of operation schemas stated earlier; see part 4.2.6.
Inputs and outputs
op_in and op_outC++ in order to map these operators. However, threads
of C++ cannot have input and output parameters; hence,
using threads, it will be difficult to model operations which
have inputs and/or outputs and are obtained through the
mapping of conjunction or parallel composition. Of course,
a solution to this problem could be to define inputs and
outputs of such operations as class attributes. However, this
will reduce the readability of the resulting code and also
increase the number of lines of code significantly. Thus,
we do not regard threads when mapping conjunction and
parallel composition.
4.2.9. Definitions
Now, we propose mappings for definitions.
• A variable that is defined in the form of an object of a class:
we map such a variable, as follows, based on the semantics
of objects in Object-Z, which considers each object as a call
by reference entity.
class_name∗variable_name;
• If a variable is in the form of ‘‘variablename: basictype’’, we
add the following declaration into the code:
basictype variablename;Of course, if it is the first time that ‘‘basictype’’ appears in the
specification, wemap ‘‘basictype’’ based onwhat was said in
4.1.1 and 4.2.3.1.
• Mappings of some conventional types are given in Table 5.
• Class union: The best choice for the target of the mapping
seems to be the union, but in the union, we cannot have
variables that are defined as objects of classes. Hence,we use
struct, which has a field in the form of
class_name∗c.
For each class ‘‘class_name’’ in the class union, as follows:
struct classunion_name{/*We put each class in the class
union in one line as an attribute or field*/};
• If a variable is in the form of ‘‘variable_name: clas-
sunion_name’’, we map it as follows:
classunion_name∗variable_name;
• If a variable is in the form of ‘‘variable_name: P clas-
sunion_name’’,
– if this is the first time that P classunion_name appears
in the specification, we consider a new reusable class
(for more details, see Appendix) and map variable_name:
P classunion_name to:
objectaggregation_ClassunionName variable_name
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Type Mapped to
Polymorphism (variable =↓ class_name) class_name *variable
B
Boolean
Also, we define the following enumeration globally, only for the first time:
enum Boolean {false, true};
Z int
N Unsigned int– Otherwise, we only need to map ‘‘variable_name: P
classunion_name’’ to:
objectaggregation_ClassunionName variable_name
• Object aggregation variable: To map object aggregation, we
consider two cases as follows:
– If this is the first time that P class_name appears
in the specification, we define a new reusable class
(formore details, see Appendix) andmap ‘‘variable_name:
P class_name’’ to:
objectaggregation_ClassName∗variable_name,
– Otherwise, we only need to map ‘‘variable_name: P
class_name’’ to:
objectaggregation_ClassName∗variable_name.
The new mapping is different from our old mapping [13].
In [13], we mapped the object aggregation variable to
‘‘class_name ** variable_name’’. The given mapping for
object aggregation in this work has the following benefits
in comparison to the old mapping [13]:
– Simplicity: handling variables in the form of the pointer
of pointers is difficult considering issues such as newing
pointers and assigning values to them. In this work,
however, wemap an object aggregation to a class and also
propose some methods to manipulate it (see Appendix).
– Reusability: The new mapping can be reused for any
object aggregation existing in the initial specification.
– Increasing the automation capability: Considering our
old mapping, mapping of predicates which use object
aggregation usually needs user interaction (e.g., assigning
value to thepointer of pointers), but in our new mapping,
we consider some methods to handle the mapping of
these predicates, such as searching a value (membership
predicates), adding to a list (assigning value to a variable
of object aggregation) and etc. (see Appendix).
– Extendability: new methods for special purposes can be
added to the target class.
In [14], we described the properties of attributes and
methods of class ‘‘objectaggregation_ClassName’’ without
providing its code. Now, its code is provided in Appendix.
• The simplest form of object containment: If we have
‘‘variable_name: class_name⃝c’’ in the container class, then
we consider a new variable in class_name, as follows:
container_class*p_container_class
where p_container_class is a pointer to the container class.
The reason for considering such a mapping is that the
concept of object is the same as the concept of multiplicity
in the class diagram, where one class, which is contained
in another class, has multiplicity 1. Common UML code
generation tools, such as Visual Paradigm for UML [30],
reflect this multiplicity in a code similar to that done in
the above mapping. In addition to the above mapping, we
should map ‘‘variable_name: class_name’’, as we did formapping a variable defined in the form of an object of a
class.
• Object aggregation which is considered with object con-
tainment: If we have ‘‘variable_name: P class_name⃝c’’ in
the container class, then we consider a new variable in
class_name as follows:
container_class*p_container_class
where p_container_class is a pointer to the container class.
The reason for considering such a mapping is the same as
that described for the previous case. In addition to the above
mapping, we should map ‘‘variabe_name: P class_name’’, as
we did above for mapping object aggregation (this step was
missed in our previous work).
• Self: we map self to ‘‘this’’.
4.2.10. Promotion
An operation promotion, i.e. Ob.op, will bemapped to Ob→
op. Also, if att is a primary variable, Ob.att will be mapped to
Ob→ att . In fact, we consider a variable in the formof an object
of a class as a pointer to that class. Thus, in order to promote
one of its operations or attributes, we must use the notation
‘‘→’’. The mapping method for the promotion of a secondary
variable is based on the target of the mapping of the secondary
variable itself (see Table 6). The reason for the mapping given
in the first row is the same as the reason for the mapping of
primary variable promotion.
4.2.11. Template for constructor and destructor of classes
This part was not covered in our previous work. To present
a template for the constructor, we first consider a case in which
none of the attributes used in parent class(es) constructors are
renamed. In this case, the template for the constructor of class
has a body in the form of an ‘‘if-else clause’’ which is considered
to check whether the predicate list of axiomatic definitions is
satisfied. If they are not satisfied, we simply destroy the object
of the class. The reason for considering the ‘‘constructor of class’’
in the form of an ‘‘if-else clause’’ is that, a class which has an un-
satisfiable initial condition has no objects. Thus, we should be
able to destroy the objects of such a class. The template for the
constructor is, thus, as follows:
ClassName::ClassName
(/*ParentConstructorParameters and axiomatic definition parameters */):
const attributes which are obtained from the mapping of axiomatic definitions
in the form of constant definition: (associated parameters in constructor
parameters){
if(!AxiomaticDefinition.PredicateList/*also inheritedclasses
Axiomaticdefinition.PredicateList must be considered*/)
{ClassName::∼ClassName();}
else;
{NewPointers; /*[*user interaction*]*/
initializeAllAbbreviationClassUnion;
copyParentClassesConstructorElsePart;
class union variables initialization to NULL;
mapping of INIT.PredicateList;}};
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Target of the mapping of the secondary variable Will be mapped to
Like the mapping of definitions but without a method for initialization Ob.att will be mapped to Ob→ att
Macro Ob.att will be mapped to Ob→ att2 , where att2 is the left-hand side of the macro
definition or part existing after ‘‘#define’’ for this secondary variable in the macro
definition.
Like the mapping of definitions with a method for initialization or like
the mapping of definitions with inline method for initialization
If Ob.att is used in the left-hand side of an assignment:
Ob.att will be mapped to Ob→ set_secondaryvariable_name ()
Otherwise:
Ob.att will be mapped to Ob→ attAs the second case, if at least one attribute used in
parent class(es) constructors is renamed, we must modify the
above resulting template, based on the mapping of attribute
renaming.
To present the template for the destructor, we first assume
a case in which none of the attributes used in parent class(es)
destructors are renamed.
In this case, the template for the destructor of class is as
follows:
ClassName::∼ClassName()
{DeletePointers;//[/*user interaction*/]
copyParentClassesDestructorCode;}
If at least one attribute used in parent class(es) destructors
is renamed, we must modify the above template, based on the
mapping of attribute renaming.
5. Case study
In this section, we first present a specification of credit-card
bank accounts system in Object-Z. We extended the original
case study of the ‘‘credit-card bank accounts system’’ given
in [3], in order to evaluatemapping of otherObject-Z constructs,
such as global paragraphs, object containment and secondary
variables. Then, we use our method in order to obtain C++ code
from this specification.
5.1. Specification of credit-card bank accounts system
The aim of the credit-card bank accounts specification
is to capture the basic functionality of credit-card account
objects and their interactions. At first, the following global
abbreviations and types are needed in the specification:
limitvalue=={1000, 2000, 5000}
Status ::= invalid |valid
[CUSTOMER]
Next, the class of a credit-card account object in isolation
is specified: this class encapsulates the details of the state
of a credit card and the operations it can undergo. Also,
this specification introduces axiomatic definitions in the form
of constant definition (i.e., the declaration of limit and its
associated predicate list and also the definition of expiry-value).
This class records four numbers, one an integer denoting the
current balance of the account (this balance is, of course, often
negative, indicating that the account is overdrawn), and the
others are a natural number (a non-negative integer) denoting
a fixed limit. The account cannot be overdrawn beyond this
credit limit. The natural number denotes the fixed number
of days before credit card expiration (i.e. expiry-value) and
the integer number denotes how many days remain untilcredit card expiration (i.e. expiry), respectively. It is worth
mentioning that expiry will be initialized with expiry-value in
‘‘INIT’’. Also, this class contains one more primary variable,
holder, which denotes the holder of the credit card (we do not
model customers in the specification) and secondary variable,
status, which denotes whether the credit card is valid or not. If
the credit card is expired, then the statuswill become ‘‘invalid’’;
otherwise, it will be ‘‘valid’’. Finally, this class has operation
‘‘reissue’’,which reissues the credit card, ‘‘withdraw’’, ‘‘deposit’’,
‘‘withdrawAvail’’ and ‘‘newday’’, which decrements the value of
expiry.
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uses inheritance to extend CreditCard class schema with addi-
tional features. This specification also introduces the sequential
composition operator.
The following specification (CreditCardCount class schema)
uses the notion of operation renaming and redefinition,
when it inherits CreditCard class schema. Also, the class
CreditCardCount introduces the conjunction operator.
The following specification (CreditCards) specifies a banking
system consisting of an aggregate of credit-card account objects
(of class CreditCard), eachwith the same limit on themagnitude
of overdraft permitted. Also, this specification introduces
scope enrichment and parallel composition operators and uses
operation promotion.5.2. Developing C++ code
Now, we use our method in order to map the specification
presented in Section 5.1 into a C++ code. We map each class
schema to a C++ classwith the same name as its associated class
schema name. Also, as we said at the beginning of Section 4.2,
we consider the forward declaration of classes as follows:
class CreditCard;
class objectaggregation_CreditCard;
class CreditCards;
class CreditCardConfirm;
class CreditCardCount;
Moreover, we consider an enum ‘‘Boolean’’ to model the
return type of methods of classes globally (recall that return
types of all mappings of operation schemas are ‘‘Boolean’’).
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the global free type ‘‘Status’’. We map basic type ‘‘CUSTOMER’’
to a struct whose name is ‘‘CUSTOMER’’. Furthermore, we
map abbreviation limitvalue to an array and also consider
two global methods whose names are ‘‘check_limitvalue’’ and
‘‘initialization_limitvalue’’, according to the mapping of the
abbreviation definition in the form of the set definition, when
all its elements are numeric (see Section 4.1.4).
enum Boolean {false, true};
enum Status {invalid, valid};
struct CUSTOMER {};
int [3] limitvalue;
Boolean check_limitvalue (int var)
{if (limitvalue[0]==var ∥ limitvalue[1]==var ∥ limitvalue[2]==var)
return true;
return false;}
void initialization_limitvalue ()
{ limitvalue [0]=1000;
Limitvalue [1]=2000;
Limitvalue [2]=5000; }
In order to map CreditCard class schema, we consider a new
class whose name is CreditCard. Methods and attributes of this
class are as follows:
Methods: We map each operation schema, such as ‘‘withdraw’’,
‘‘deposit’’, ‘‘withdrawAvail’’, to a method whose name is the
same as that of its associated operation schema. It is worth
mentioning that we consider method ‘‘INIT’’ for mapping
Initialization schema. Also, we consider the constructor and
destructor according to their templates. It is worth mentioning
that we call ‘‘check_limitvalue’’ in the constructor according to
the mapping of global abbreviations. Note that we will explain
later whywemust consider operator overloading ‘=’ and ‘‘==’’
(wemarked themwith ‘‘user interaction’’ because theusermust
him/herself fill these operator overloadings).
Attributes: We map limit and its associated predicate list
and also expiry-value according to the mapping of axiomatic
definition in the form of constant definition to const attributes
limit and expiry-value; the associated predicate list of limit is
mapped into the constructor. Also, we should consider input
parameters for initializing limit and expiry-value (we name
them l and m). Moreover, we map holder to an attribute
whose name is ‘‘holder’’. Furthermore, we map balance and
expiry,which are primary variables, to attributes whose names
are ‘‘balance’’ and ‘‘expiry’’, respectively. We map status to
a macro, since it is a secondary variable obtained via the
primary variable, expiry. Finally, we should consider attribute
p_CreditCard, according to the mapping of object containment
in class ‘‘CreditCards’’ (i.e., cards: P CreditCard⃝c).
class CreditCard{
public:
/*[user interaction]*/
#define status expiry=0?invalid:valid
const unsigned int limit; int balance; CUSTOMER holder;
const unsigned int expiry-value;
virtual Boolean INIT ();
virtual Boolean withdraw (unsigned int amount);
virtual Boolean deposit (unsigned int amount);
virtual Boolean withdrawAvail (unsigned int & amount);
virtual Boolean newday ();
virtual Boolean reissue();
CreditCard (unsigned int l);
∼ CreditCard();
/*[user interaction]*/
void operator=(CreditCard a);Boolean operator==(CreditCard a);
protected:
virtual Boolean check_stateschema();
CreditCards * p_CreditCards;
int expiry; };
/*[user interaction]*/
void CreditCard :: operator=(CreditCard a)
{this→ balance=a.balance; }
/*[user interaction]*/
Boolean CreditCard::operator==(CreditCard a)
{if(this→ limit==a.limit && this→ balance==
a.balance)
return true;
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::INIT ()
{if (check_stateschema() && balance==0 && expiry==expiry-value)
return true;
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::withdraw (unsigned int amount)
{if (check_stateschema() && amount==
balance+limit && status==valid)
{balance=balance-amount;
if (check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::deposit (unsigned int amount)
{if (check_stateschema() && status==valid)
{balance=balance+amount;
if (check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::withdrawAvail (unsigned int & amount)
{if (check_stateschema() && status==valid)
{amount = balance+limit;
balance=-limit;
if (check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::reissue ()
{if (check_stateschema() && status==invalid)
{expiry=expiry-value;
if (check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::newday()
{if(check_stateschema())
{expiry=expiry-1;
if(check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCard::check_stateschema()
{if(balance+limit>=0)
return true;
return false; }
CreditCard::∼CreditCard()
{}
CreditCard::CreditCard (unsigned int l, unsigned intm):limit(l),
expiry-value(m)
{if (!check_limitvalue (limit))
CreditCard::∼CreditCard();
else balance=0; }
To map CreditCardConfirm class schema, we consider a
new class whose name is CreditCardConfirm. Methods and
attributes of this class are as follows:
Methods: This class inherits all the features of the CreditCard
class. In addition to the inherited methods, this class has two
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are obtained from the mapping of ‘‘withdrawConfirm’’ and
‘‘fundsAvail’’ operation schemas, respectively. The method,
‘‘fundsAvail’’, has one output, funds, which, as we stated earlier,
should be in the form of call by reference. The method,
‘‘withdrawConfirm’’, has one input and one output, which are
obtained from the mapping of the sequential composition
operator. More precisely, the operation schema, ‘‘withdraw’’,
has the input, amount, and the operation schema, ‘‘fundsAvail’’,
has the output, funds; merging these two parameters results in
two parameters, amount and funds, for ‘‘withdrawConfirm’’.
Attributes: This class has no attribute.
class CreditCardConfirm: public CreditCard{
public:
virtual Boolean withdrawConfirm (unsigned int amount,
unsigned int & funds);
CreditCardConfirm (unsigned int l);
∼CreditCardConfirm ();
private:
virtual Boolean fundsAvail (unsigned int & funds); };
CreditCardConfirm::∼CreditCardConfirm()
{}
CreditCardConfirm::CreditCardConfirm(unsigned int l):limit(l)
{if (!(limit==1000 ∥ limit==2000 ∥ limit==5000))
CreditCardConfirm::∼CreditCardConfirm();
else balance=0; }
Boolean CreditCardConfirm::fundsAvail (unsigned int & funds)
{ if (CreditCard::check_stateschema())
{funds=balance+limit;
if (check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false;}
Boolean CreditCardConfirm::withdrawConfirm (unsigned int
amount, unsigned int & funds)
{ if (withdraw(amount) && fundsAvail(funds)) return true ;
return false;}
To map CreditCardCount class schema, we consider a new
class, whose name is CreditCardCount. Methods and attributes
of this class are as follows:
Methods: This class inherits all the features of the CreditCard
class. In addition to the inherited methods, this class has the
new method, ‘‘incrementCount’’, which is obtained from the
mapping of ‘‘incrementCount’’ operation schema. In order to
map the renaming of the operation schema, ‘‘withdraw’’, we
consider a method, whose name is ‘‘oldWithdraw’’, and which
has the same inputs and outputs as those of ‘‘withdraw’’ in
the CreditCard class. We map ‘‘withdraw’’ in CreditCardCount,
according to the mapping of conjunction. Finally, this class has
the method, ‘‘INIT’’, which is obtained from the mapping of
‘‘INIT’’ in CreidtCardCount, considering the inherited ‘‘INIT’’.
Attributes: In addition to the inherited attributes, this class
has new attribute withdrawls obtained from the mapping of
withdrawls in CreditCardCount.
class CreditCardCount: public CreditCard{
public:
virtual Boolean INIT();
virtual Boolean withdraw(unsigned int amount);
CreditCardCount(unsigned int l);
∼CreditcardCount();
private:
unsigned int withdrawls;virtual Boolean incrementCount();
virtual Boolean oldWithdraw(unsigned int amount);};
CreditCardCount::∼CreditCardCount()
{}
CreditCardCount::CreditCardCount(unsigned int l):limit(l)
{if (!(limit==1000 ∥ limit==2000 ∥ limit==5000))
CreditCardCount::∼CreditCardCount();
else {balance=0;
withdrawls=0; }}
Boolean CreditCardCount::INIT()
{ if(creditCard::INIT() && withdrawls==0)
return true;
return false;}
Boolean CreditCardCount::incrementCount()
{ if(check_stateschema() && status==valid)
{withdrawls= withdrawls+1;
if(check_stateschema())
return true;}
return false;}
Boolean creditCardCount::oldWithdraw(unsigned int amount)
{ if (check_stateschema() && CreditCard::withdraw(amount))
{ if (check_stateschema())
return true;}
return false;}
Boolean creditCardCount::withdraw(unsigned int amount)
{ if (oldWithdraw(amount) && incrementCount())
return true;
return false;}
In order tomap CreditCards class schema,we consider a new
class whose name is CreditCards. Methods and attributes of this
class are as follows:
Methods: This class has methods ‘‘add’’, ‘‘delete’’, ‘‘withdraw’’,
‘‘deposit’’, ‘‘withdrawAvail’’, ‘‘transferAvail’’, ‘‘newday’’ and
‘‘reissue’’, which are obtained from the mapping of ‘‘add’’,
‘‘delete’’, ‘‘withdraw’’, ‘‘deposit’’, ‘‘withdrawAvail’’, ‘‘transferA-
vail’’, ‘‘newday’’ and ‘‘reissue’’ in CreditCards class schema, re-
spectively. For instance, we consider the mapping of withdraw
according to the mapping of scope enrichment. The precondi-
tions of the operation are the conjunction of promotion and
RHS of scope enrichment (we assume that the user selects the
second alternative for mapping this operation; see part 4.2.8).
This operation does not have any postconditions. The method
inputs are card and amount, which are obtained from merg-
ing the inputs of the left-hand side of scope enrichment and
card?.withdraw.
Attributes:Wemap commonlimit and its associatedpredicate
list according to the mapping rule for axiomatic definitions.
Also,we consider the newclass, objectaggregation_CreditCards,
for the mapping of cards, which is in the form of object
aggregation with object containment. We map cards according
to the mapping of object aggregation with object containment
to attributes cards and p_CreditCards in classes CreditCards
and CreditCard, respectively. In order to handle ‘=’ and ‘‘==’’
which are needed for correct compiling and running the
objectaggregation_CreditCard class, we must overload these
operators for the CreditCard class. Hence, we considered these
operator overloadings earlier in the CreditCard class.
class CreditCards{
public:
const unsigned int commonlimit;
virtual Boolean INIT();
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virtual Boolean delete(CreditCard * card);
virtual Boolean withdraw(CreditCard * card, unsigned int
amount);
virtual Boolean deposit(CreditCard * card, unsigned int
amount);
virtual Boolean withdrawAvail (CreditCard * card,
unsigned int & amount);
virtual Boolean transferAvail (CreditCard * from,
CreditCard * to);
virtual Boolean newday (CreditCard * card);
virtual Boolean reissue (CreditCard * card);
CreditCards(unsigned int l);
∼CreditCards();
private:
objectaggregation_CreditCard * cards;
virtual Boolean check_stateschema();};
Boolean CreditCards::INIT()
{if (check_stateschema() && cards → GetListSize()==0)
return true;
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::check_stateschema()
{/*[user interaction]*/
Boolean f = true;
for(int i = 0; i < cards → GetListSize(); i++)
if((cards → GetNodeValue(i))→ limit==
commonlimit)
f = false;
return f ; }
Boolean CreditCards::add(CreditCard * card, CUSTOMER
customer)
{if (check_stateschema() && !cards → SearchValue(card) && card →
limit==commonlimit && card → INIT()
card → holder==customer){
cards → AddToList(card);
if (check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::delete(CreditCard * card)
{if(check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(card) && card →
status==invalid){
cards → RemoveFromList(card);
if(check_stateschema()) return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::withdraw(CreditCard * card, unsigned
int amount)
{/*[user interaction]*/
if (check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(card)
&& card → withdraw(amount)){
if (check_stateschema())
return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::deposit(CreditCard * card, unsigned
int amount)
{/*[user interaction]*/
if (check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(card)
&& card → deposit(amount)){
if(check_stateschema())
return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::withdrawAvail(CreditCard * card, unsigned int &
amount)
{/*[user interaction]*/
if (check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(card)
&& card → withdrawAvail(amount)){
if(check_stateschema())
return true; }
return false; }Boolean CreditCards::transferAvail(CreditCard * from, CreditCard * to)
{/*[user interaction]*/
unsigned int amount;
if(check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(to) && cards →
SearchValue(from) && from! = to &&
from → withdrawAvail(&amount) && to → deposit(amount)){
if(check_stateschema())
return true; }
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::newday (CreditCard * card)
{if (check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(card) && card →
newday())
{if(check_statschema()) return true;}
return false; }
Boolean CreditCards::reissue(CreditCard * card)
{if (check_stateschema() && cards → SearchValue(card) && card →
reissue())
{if (check_stateschema()) retrun true;}
return false; }
CreditCards::CreditCards(unsigned int l):commonlimit(l)
{if (!check_limitvalue (commonlimit))
CreditCards::∼CreditCards();
else{
/*[user interaction]*/
cards= new objectaggregation_CreditCard(1000,
commonlimit);}}
CreditCards::∼CreditCards()
{delete cards;}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
class objectaggregation_CreditCard{
private:
CreditCard * elements;
int size;
intmax;
public:
objectaggregation_CreditCard(int s, unsigned int l);
∼objectaggregation_CreditCard();
void AddToList(CreditCard * value1);
void RemoveFromList(CreditCard * value1);
int GetListSize();
Boolean SearchValue(CreditCard * value1);
void Delete();
CreditCard * GetNodeValue(int index); };
objectaggregation_CreditCard::objectaggregation_CreditCard
(int s, unsigned int l)
{max = s;
elements= new CreditCard(l) [max];
size = -1; }
objectaggregation_CreditCard::∼objectaggregation_CreditCard ()
{delete[] elements;}
void objectaggregation_CreditCard::AddToList(CreditCard
* value1)
{if(size < (max-1))
{elements[size+1] = ∗value1;
size++; }}
void objectaggregation_CreditCard::RemoveFromList(CreditCard * value1)
{if(SearchValue(value1))
{int index = 0;
for(int i = 0; i <= size; i++)
if(elements[i]==*value1)
index = i; for(i = index; i <= size-1; i++)
elements[i] = elements[i+1];
size−−; }}
int objectaggregation_CreditCard::GetListSize()
{return (size+1);}
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{for(int i = 0; i <= size; i++)
if(elements[i]== ∗ value1)
return true;
return false; }
void objectaggregation_CreditCard::Delete()
{size = -1; }
CreditCard∗objectaggregation_CreditCard::GetNodeValue(int index)
{if(index <= size)
{return &(elements[index]);}
return NULL; }
6. Discussion
In order to map Object-Z specifications to C++ code, we used
some of our previous mapping rules [13,14], such as mapping
rules for local and global basic type definition, local axiomatic
definition and visibility list, but:
• For some concepts, such as operation schema, state schema
and operation operators, mapping rules were proposed in
a much more detailed and complete way by considering all
special cases.
• We proposed new mapping rules for some concepts, such
as object aggregation and object containment. We described
the benefits of the new mapping of object aggregation in
order to state why we chose this new mapping rather than
the previous one (see part 4.2.9).
• We considered templates for the constructor and destructor
of classes.
• We proposed mapping rules for some concepts, such as
schema secondary variables, global paragraphs and some
forms of variable definition, which have not been covered
in our previous work.
• We increased the readability and clarity of mapping rules
using the abstract syntax of Object-Z in mapping rules.
• We provided design decisions for mapping some concepts,
such as axiomatic definition and abbreviation definition.
• We provided concrete examples throughout the paper in
order to explain mapping rules for some concepts, such as
axiomatic definition, schema and abbreviation definition.
• We extended our previous case study to better show the
applicability of our method.
Now, we compare our method with some prominent
works [5–7] considering the following criteria [31,32]:
• formal language coverage: The portion of the Object-Z
grammar treated successfully by the method
• correctness
• interactivity: The degree of interaction with users
• transparency: The degree of similarity between a construct
in Object-Z and the corresponding construct in the resulting
code
• expressiveness: How are mapping rules presented?
• automation capability
• programming language coverage: The portion of program-
ming language constructs which are used in the mapping
rules.
6.1. Formal language coverage
In comparison to previous approaches (e.g. [5–7]), our
mapping method covers a larger subset of the Object-Z
grammar. More precisely, not only does our method coverall concepts supported by the mentioned previous work,
but also covers some constructs, such as class union, object
aggregation, object containment and all operation operators,
whose mapping rules have not been proposed in the work
mentioned previously.
In otherwords, considering our case study given in Section 5,
none of the previouswork can cover themapping of CreditCards
class schema completely, while this class schema is the most
important in our case study as it is themain class schemawhich
models a banking system consisting of an aggregate of credit-
card account objects. More precisely, they cannot map cards,
which is in the form of object aggregation, and ‘‘withdraw’’,
‘‘deposit’’, ‘‘withdrawAvail’’ and ‘‘transferAvail’’, which involve
parallel composition and scope enrichment operators.
Nevertheless, mappings of some other constructs and cases,
such as the hiding operator, distributed operators, recursion
and free types (when constructors are used in the definition),
are still open considering either our mapping process or other
approaches existing in the literature.
6.2. Correctness
Neither our work nor previous work [5–7] pay attention to
prove the correctness of themappingmethod formally. Instead,
their usefulness and applicability have been shown by applying
them to case studies.
6.3. Interactivity
We considered some level of user interaction in our method
to achieve the following goals:
1. The user can input her/his specification and then get the
resulting code. In this way, she\he can compare final
programs resulted from various specifications.
2. The user can specify her/his opinion in some parts of the
code that are marked with the word ‘‘user interaction’’. For
instance, for mapping of scope enrichment, the user can
select one of the alternatives, depending on her/his opinion.
3. The user can fill some parts of the resulting code where
our method could not propose any mapping. It reduces the
confusion of the user regarding which parts could not been
mapped. This aim would have been better achieved if our
method had the high transparency discussed later.
Two previous works, i.e. [5,6], considered user interaction,
too, but they only considered the first goal mentioned above.
In [7], no level of user interaction was considered at all.
6.4. Transparency
At first, we explain the benefits of those animation systems
which have high transparency [29]. High transparency makes
it easier for the specifier to understand how some constructs
in the final programming language correspond to some Object-
Z constructs and vice versa. Furthermore, because animation
systems cannot have complete coverage of the specification
language, it is generally useful to allow a specifier to manually
modify the result of mapping.
Our method and two previous approaches [5,6] have higher
degrees of transparency in comparison to the mapping method
of [7], because authors in [7] did not propose any mapping
rules for operation operators while they only used these
constructs in their case studies. This approach confuses users
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takes place. Also, our method considers the mapping of state
schemadeclaration, alongwith themapping of the visibility list,
rather than simply mapping the declaration part to protected
attributes, which is the approach followed by [5,6]. Although,
considering this case, our method has higher degrees of
transparency in comparison to the mapping methods of [5,6],
we would rather state that our method has approximately the
same degree of transparency as the approaches of [5,6].
6.5. Automation capability
For two previous approaches, i.e. [5,6], tools were devel-
oped for supporting mapping methods, hence, their mapping
methods have automation capability. Aswe said earlier, authors
in [7] did not propose any mapping rules for operation opera-
tors, but they used them in their case studies. To compare our
method with that of [7], we can assert that we proposed map-
ping rules for all constructs, explicitly, and in enough detail, re-
sulting in higher levels of automation capability. Comparing our
method with those of [5,6], we proposed our mapping rules in
a much more detailed way that can be coded easily.
6.6. Expressiveness
The previouswork [5–7] represented their mapping rules by
only using natural language, while ours proposed templates for
mappings in C++ language, in addition to explain the mapping
procedure using natural language.
6.7. Programming language coverage
Rafsanjani and Colwill [5] used class, protected access type,
public inheritance, (virtual) method and attributes of class,
constructor, destructor, constants and assignment operators in
their mapping rules. In [6], Fukagawa et al. used the constructor
for types of constants and also the template class, in addition to
those C++ constructs which are covered in [5]. Also, Johnston
and Rose [7] used class (public and protected) access types,
(public, private and protected) inheritance, pointers, method
and attribute of class, polymorphism, objects, enumeration and
constructor in their mapping rules. Our method uses a larger
subset of C++ constructs in comparison to previous work [5–7],
since in addition to the above constructs, we used the macro,
and the concept of operator overloading and structure.
7. Conclusion
Having an executable interpretation of specifications has
two important advantages. Firstly, we have an executable
code of a specification. Secondly, such interpretations can
be used to validate specifications, and, thus, makes the
specification language a prototyping language. In this paper, we
proposed a mapping method which maps Object-Z constructs
to C++ constructs. We proposed mapping rules for some
concepts, such as global paragraphs, which have never been
considered in neither related work [5–7] nor our previous
work [13,14]. Also, for some concepts, such as operation
schema, mapping rules are proposed in a much more detailed
and complete way by considering all special cases. Moreover,
we changed some of our previous mapping rules in order to
increase simplicity, reusability and automation capability. This
can be easily investigated by comparing the new mappingrule for object aggregation with its previous mapping rule. To
evaluate the applicability of ourmethod,we applied it to amore
complete specification (in comparison to our previous work) of
the credit-card bank accounts system.
As our future work, we are going to
• present appropriate rules to animate the remaining con-
structs of Object-Z, and also;
• prove the correctness of our mapping approach formally.
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Appendix
Mapping of object aggregation
1. The first part of mapping variable_name: P class_name:
As we said earlier, we consider a new class whose name
is objectaggregation_ClassName. This class has three attributes
which are as follows:
• elements which contain objects of class_name. This variable
behaves similar to the notion of array.
• sizewhich shows the number of objects in elements.
• max which shows the maximum number of objects that
elements can have.
In addition, this class has eight methods, which are as
follows:
• constructor
• destructor
• AddToList: it has a parameter value1 with type class_name.
The functionality of this method is to add value1 to elements.
• RemoveFromList: it has a parameter value1 with type
class_name. The functionality of this method is to remove
this parameter from elements.
• GetListSize: returns the value of size.
• SearchValue: it has a parameter value1with type class_name.
The functionality of this method is to check whether ele-
ments contains value1.
• Delete: it removes all objects contained in elements.
• GetNodeValue: it has a parameter index with type int. The
functionality of this method is to return the value of the cell
index in elements.
It is worth mentioning that we considered methods for
essential operations whichmay be needed to apply to elements,
but the user can add his/her own methods him/herself.
class objectaggregation_ClassName
{ private:
ClassName * elements;
int size;
intmax;
public:
objectaggregation_ClassName(int s, ClassName constructor
parameters);
∼objectaggregation_ClassName();
void AddToList(ClassName * value1);
void RemoveFromList(ClassName * value1);
int GetListSize();
Boolean SearchValue(ClassName * value1);
void Delete();
ClassName * GetNodeValue(int index);};
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{max = s;
elements=new ClassName [max];
size = -1; }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
objectaggregation_ClassName::∼objectaggregation_ClassName ()
{delete[] elements;}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
void objectaggregation_ClassName::AddToList(ClassName * value1)
{if(size < (max-1))
{elements[size+1] = ∗value1;
size++; }}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
void objectaggregation_ClassName::RemoveFromList(ClassName * value1)
{if(SearchValue(value1))
{int index = 0;
for(int i = 0; i <= size; i++)
if(elements[i]==*value1)
index = i;
for(i = index; i <= size-1; i++)
elements[i] = elements[i+1];
size−−; }}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
int objectaggregation_ClassName::GetListSize()
{return (size+1);}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Boolean objectaggregation_ClassName::SearchValue(ClassName * value1)
{for(int i = 0; i <= size; i++)
if(elements[i]== ∗ value1)
return true;
return false; }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
void objectaggregation_ClassName::Delete()
{size = -1; }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ClassName * objectaggregation_ClassName::GetNodeValue(int index)
{if(index <= size)
{return &(elements[index]);}
return NULL; }
2. The first part of mapping ‘‘variable_name:
P classunion_name’’
As we said earlier, we consider a new class whose name is
objectaggregation_ClassunionName.
This class has three attributes, which are as follows:
• elements: which contains instances of classunion_name. This
variable behaves similar to the notion of array.
• size: which shows the number of instances of clas-
sunion_name in elements.
• max: which shows the maximum number of instances of
classunion_name that elements can have.
In addition, this class has eight methods, which are as
follows:
• constructor
• destructor
• AddToList: it has a parameter value1 with type clas-
sunion_name. The functionality of this method is to add
value1 to elements.
• RemoveFromList: it has a parameter value1 with type
classunion_name. The functionality of this method is to
remove this parameter from elements.
• GetListSize: returns the value of size.
• SearchValue: it has a parameter value1 with type clas-
sunion_name. The functionality of this method is to check
whether elements contains value1.
• Delete: it removes all of the instances of classunion_name
which are contained in elements.• GetNodeValue: it has a parameter index with type int. The
functionality of this method is to return the value of cell
index in elements.
It is worth mentioning that we considered methods for
essential operations whichmay be needed to apply to elements,
but the user can him/herself add his/her own methods.
class objectaggregation_ClassunionName
{ private:
ClassunionName * elements;
int size;
intmax;
public:
objectaggregation_ ClassunionName (int s);
∼objectaggregation_ ClassunionName ();
void AddToList(ClassunionName * value1);
void RemoveFromList(ClassunionName * value1);
int GetListSize();
Boolean SearchValue(ClassunionName * value1);
void Delete();
ClassunionName * GetNodeValue(int index);};
objectaggregation_ClassunionName:: object_aggregation_ClassunionName
(int s)
{max = s;
elements=new ClassunionName [max];
size = -1; }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
objectaggregation_ClassunionName::∼ objectaggregation_ClassunionName ()
{delete[] elements;}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
void objectaggregation_ClassunionName::AddToList(ClassunionName *
value1)
{if(size < (max -1))
{elements[size+1] = ∗value1;
size++; }}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
void objectaggregation_ClassunionName::RemoveFromList(ClassunionName *
value1)
{if(SearchValue(value1))
{int index = 0;
for(int i = 0; i <= size; i++)
if(/*[user interaction] must set ‘‘==’’ for value1 and
elements[i] */)
index = i;
for(i = index; i <= size-1; i++)
elements[i] = elements[i+1];
size−−; }}
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
int objectaggregation_ClassunionName::GetListSize()
{return (size+1);}
- - - - - - - - – - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Boolean objectaggregation_ClassunionName::SearchValue(ClassunionName *
value1)
{for(int i = 0; i <= size; i++)
if(/*[user interaction] must set ‘‘==’’ for value1 and
elements[i] */)
return true;
return false; }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
void objectaggregation_ClassunionName::Delete()
{size = -1; }
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ClassunionName∗objectaggregation_ClassunionName::GetNodeValue(int
index)
{if(index <= size)
{return &(elements[index]);}
return NULL; }
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